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Abstract 
Biological data continues to grow in size and complexity, and at the forefront 
of this growth has been data generated by transcriptomics analysis platforms. 
Microarrays and RNA-seq have now generated a vast amount of expression 
data but its analysis and interpretation remains a significant challenge. 
For the past decade we have been exploring the use of networks to 
visualise, explore and interpret the transcriptional landscape of tissues and 
cells. 
Our approach has been to turn such data into gene correlation networks, 









necessitated the development of new tools to support these analyses. 
Recently, we have been building a new analysis platform called Graphia. This 
is faster, more scalable (1,000,000s of data points), includes dynamic 
rendering and a very much extended range of new functionality for network 
analysis of many data types. 
We have been using these analysis platforms to analyse large collections of 
transcriptomics data, such as the GTEx resource, to define expression 
modules associated with pathways and cell types, and through such analyses 
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work on a number of projects analysing immune expression signatures, and 
developing novel network-based approaches and tools to support the analysis 
of complex data. 
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